
RELATION BETWEEN SPAWNING-STOCK SIZE AND YEAR-CLASS SIZE
FOR THE PACIFIC SARDINE SARDINOPS CAERULEA (GIRARD)

By JOHN S. MACGREGOR, Fishery Biologist. BUREAU OF CoMMERCIAL FISHERIES

ABSTRACT

A high degree of inverse correlation between spawning
stock size and year-class size (based on indices of total
fish caught) was found for the Pacific sardine (Sar
dinops caerulea). Over the 26-year period for which
data are available it appears that catch. on which the
indices are based, was determined primarily by popula-

The object of this paper is to explore the rela
tionships between spawning-stock size and year
class size for the Pacific sardine, Sardinops caerulea,
(Girard). It also treats to a lesser extent some of
the other related factors involved in the population
dynamics of the sardine.

The introductory paragraphs of Clark and Marl'
(1955) sum up the considerations of the problems
as follows:

At the present, stage of our knowledge, there is rather
universal agreement that the only way Man can affect a
population of marine fishes is by fishing (and, perhaps, by
pollution in special situations). That is, we cannot
economically fertilize large areas of the sea, nor can we
treat epidemics in fish populations, nor hope to stock the
ocean by means of hatchery-reared fish. There is further
agreement that Man can affect fish populations by varying
the amount of fishing and by varying the method of
fishing. There is, however, disagreement about the nature
and magnitude of such effects.

According to one t,heory, big spawning populations pro
duce bigger year-classes than do small spawning popula
tions. Therefore, one might suppose that reducing t,he
total catch would make the spawning population bigger and
th~refore result in the production of bigger year-classes.
Although this assumption has been made many times, it
has not been demonstrated for any marine fish. The
possibility that this theory does not conform to the
fact will be discussed below. Unfortunately, this assump
tion is perhaps more often made tacitly than explicit,ly.
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tion size and secondarily by availability and effort. The
data indicate that spawning-stock size influences year
class size and that this is not merely a secondary result
of year classes occurring in cycles which generate
similar cycles of spawning populations several years
later.

There must, of course, be a critical population size below
which the population will not be able to perpetuate itself.

And further:
The death rates from fishing and from natural causes can

clearly be variable and will be influenced by many factors,
sO that it is difficult to generalize about them. Two
features are of interest, however. One of these concerns
the fact that when fishing mortality is imposed on a
population, natural mortality is to some extent replaced
by fishing mortality. That is, some of the fish which
would have died naturally during a given time interval
are caught instead. The other feature, and by far the
most important one, is that as far as we can judge from all
the observations that have been made, fishing and natural
mortality exert. their greatest influence on the size of the
population existing at the time they occur. Opinions
differ about their effect on the size of future additions to
the population, i.e., year-class which will be produced
subsequent to the time the mortalities occur.

There must, of course, be some "critical," minimum
spawning stock size below which year-class size is a funct.ion
of stock size, as we have already stated. This critical stock
size has not yet been measured for any marine fishes.
Above this minimum stock size all· present evidence indi
cates that the magnitude of additions to the population (the
size of individual year-classes) is not determined by the
number of eggs spawned, but, rather by variations in
survival rate between the time the eggs are spawned and
the time the resulting fish have grown large enough to enter
the population. This means that the size of any particular
year-class is determined, not by the number of adult fish
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

Year:
1932 through 1937-38 _
1938--39 through 1940-4L __
1941-42 through 1946-47 _
1947-48 _

1948--49 through 1955-56 _

(al:iove minImum) which produce it, but rat,her by varia-
tions in the environment which affect survival rate after
the eggs are spawned.

Clark and Marl' were unable to agree on whether
the size of the spawning stock determined the size
of the year class. Theil' disagreement centereel on
whether or not large spawning stocks produced
large year classes and small spawning stocks
produced· small year classes. The present paper
extends their data from HI to ~6 years and re
examines the problem from a different point of
VIew.

. SOURCES OF DATA

The index of spawning population size lmd the
index of year-class size used in this paper' nre
essentially those used by Clark nnd Marl' (1955),
which they eall "aceumulated age estin~ate8."

The spnwning-st,oek size in nny given sellson is
considered to consist of all fish having seales with
three or more annuli taken in the following fall
winter fishery and all fish of these yenr clnsses
tnken in subsequent years plus one-half of the fish
having two annuli tnken in the following foll
wjnter fishery and one-hnlf of the fish of this yenr
class tnken in subsequent years.

The northern fishery of the earlier years was
aetually a summer-fall fishery, and the expanded
Mexie-an fishery of more reeent years is pursued
throughout the year although the heaviest landiIlgs
genel;ally coineide with the southern Cnlifornia faIl
fishery ..

Estimates of a year class are derived by summing
all fish of that yeo.r class eaught during its life spn,n
with the following exeeptions: only one-ho.If of the
fish with one annulus and one":fourth of the fish
with no annuli are included. Fish in their first
year were seldom taken by the conllnereinl fishery,
and fish with only one annulus were taken in
appreeiable quantities in oitly a few yenrs. Most
of the commereial sardine catch is made up' of 2
and 3-annulus fish.
T~e above measure of spawning-stoek 'size is

use.d be.cause it·is the same as that used by ClaTk
and Marl' 09.55): Adually age at first spawning
varies over the geo'graphic range of the sardine,
appnrently oecurring earlier in the south nnd later
in the north; it also varies from year to yea.r.
Also if the spawning-stock size is considered tl;) be
either all fish 2 years old or older or all fish 3 years
old or older, l1.nd if the year elass either ineludes
or exeludes fish taken at less than .2 years of age,
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.the. correlations obtained between yeu.r~class size
and spawning-stock size are ns good as those
obtained from the measurements used in this
pnper.

The age composition of the eommercial sardine
cateh was obtained from the following sourees:

Author
Eckles (1954).
Wolf (1961).
Felin and Phillips (1948) ..
Mosher et al. (1949).
Felin et al. (1949, 1950,

1951, 1952, 1953, 1954,
1955, 1958).

1956-57 Wolf et Ill. (1958).
1957-58 Daugherty and Wolf

(1960).
1958--59 Wolf and Daugherty

(1961).

Data for the 1959-60'and 1960-61 seasons were
mnde nvailable by Robert Wolf of the Bureau of
Conllnereial Fisheries, and data for the Mexican
fishery not alrendy in the above reports by
Makoto Kimura also o'f the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries. The only data available for some ports
in a few of, the earlier yea-rs are tons landed.
These have been.converted to age nnd numbers o£
fish on the bfl,sis of known age compositions of
landings at the nearest ports having similar age
composition landillgs in other years.

. The magnitude of t,he commercial catch depends
upon 1) sardine population size, 2) fishing effort,
and 3) nvailability of snrdines to the fishing fleet.
Over the 26-year period covered by this paper,
the population size is the primary factor determin
ing cateh. Effort and availability may be con
sidered as sampling errors whose effect is not great
enough to negate t,he use of an index of population
size based on catch. During the early years
covered by the data, effort wns increasing. This
would cause earlier estimntes of population size
and year-elass size to be lower with the la-tt,er
l(>.ss underestimated because of the 2-ye.ar lag.
During the late 1940's to the present there ha-ve

" been first considerable fluctuation in fishing effort
and finally a decrease in effort, both of which
appenr to be prima.tily responses to population
size (as mea-sured by r.atch) in the. immediat.ely
preceding fishing seasons.

Although the range onhe sardine has contracted
considerably, and these fish are no longer available
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FIG'uR'E 2.-Apparent trend of sardine year-elMS size ipdex,
1032-57. . '
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FIGURE I.-Apparent trend of sardine spawning-stock size
. index, 1932-57.

efficient, r, equals -0.699, with a probabili~y that·
such a correlation cOl,lld be obt.ain.ed by ~~hance

alone of.less than one in a thousand..
As stated above the method of correlating

deviations' frOlil trend guards against spuriously
high correlations that may be obtained if, treJld·
data nre directly cOlTelated.. In the present case
the fact that two sets of' parameters having strch
closely coinc.jdent trends do not have a high ~'irect
positive correlation is in itself significant. As we
ha've seen this is caused bv the fact that ·the
parameters ar~ inversely reiated with respect to

. trend.

. . .

in commercial quant.ities in the northern port.ions
of their former rangE), the sardine population still .
shifts northward in t,he s~mmer and southward in
the winter. .

The populat.ion as a whole has shown fluctu
ations in availability as evidenced by changes in
total mortality rat.es from year to year. In some
years all year classes in the catch show a' negative
total mortality which Cfl.llllot be accounted for by
increased effort. This must result from increased
availability. The seasonal shift.s in sardine popu
lation do not seem to be constant from year to
yea.r, and consequently availabilit.y has its'greatest
effect in the most northern portion of the range.

The method of accumulating ages tend~ to off
set the en'ors of changing effort and availabilit.y
but not as much as it. would in a longer lived
species of fish. Changes in both availabilit.y. and
effort undoubt.ecUy account for some of the vari-·
~tion in the' correlations between spawning-stock
size and year-class size. .

Direct correlation methods are usually applied
to frequency ~eries rather than time series unless,
in the latter case, neither of. the time series is
marked by a definite secular t.rend. The direct
correlation of time series data can easily give a
fortuitously high correlation. One metho.d of cir
cumventing this difficulty is to determine trends

. for the data and colTelat,e the deviations froin the
trends. This method applies.only when the param
eters involved reaet to one_ anoth!'\r relative to
their trends, rather than absolutely without regard
to trends.' .
. A third. degree parabolic trend line, Y.=5.079
+O.5475X-P.06670X 2+0.OO.1497X 3, in which Yo
=calculat~d spawning-stock size in,dex in: billions
of fish and X--:-trend year, was fitted to the"
spawning-stock size indices (fig. I). Similarly a
third degreeparabolic trend line, Y.=2.463+0.6050X
-O.06754X~+O.OOI614X3, in which Yc=cl.\lcu
latecl year class size index in billions of fish and
X =,trend year was fitted to the year-Class size
indices (fig. 2).
The deviations of the' observed values from cal
culat~d values were obt.ained. These data are
presented in table 1. ..In figure 3 the t\VO sets of.
deviatiolls Me plotted as anomalies from their

. trends. Year-clnss. size .deviations are plotted
against spawning-stock. size deviat.ions in figure
4. The least squares regression line Y c=O.000136
-O.6774X is also plotted. The correlation co-
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FIGURE 3.-Devi:ttions from trends of sardine spawning
stock size index and year-class size index, 1.932-57.

TABLE l.-l-nd-ices of spawning-slock size and year-class
size of the Pacific sard/:ne. Observed and comp'ured
values and deviations

[Billions offish]

As also stated above, the trend method cannot
be applied to parameters that react to one another
absolutely, which is generally t,he case when bio
logical parameters are involved. In fact, one
would expect this to be the case in the present
instance. As will be shown later, the period of
years involved may be divided into three more or
less distinct phases of population contraction.
The same phenomena of population dynamics
seem to be functioning within successively smaller
population ranges. This permits. the population
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FIGURE 4.-Deviation from trend of year-class size plotted
against. deviation from trend of spawning-stock size for
26 years (1932-57).
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data to be treated as a trend that allows the data
for all years to be included in a single eorrelation.

By using the trend method, the total fish caught
spawning-st,ock size index may be compared to a
second, more frequently used population size
index, cateh per unit of effort. Sueh data are
available for 23 seasons for the California fishery
from 1932-33 through 1954-55 (Marr, 1960).

Catch per unit of effort dat,a (tons of sardines
landed per boat-month) are presented in table 2.
A third degree parabolic trend line (Y.=693.76
28.854X-0.034874£Y2-0.0047127..,,\'3in which Y.=
computed catch per unit of effort and X=trend
year) was fitted t,o these data (fig. 5). When
the deviations from trend of spawning-stock size
index are eorrelitted with the deviations from
trend of eateh per unit of effort for the 23 seasons,
a positive eorrelation coefficient of 0.822 is
obt,n.ined. The data were fiU,ed to the least
squares regression line, Y.= -0.0057656+
O.Ol1304X, in which Y.=eomputed spawning
stoek size deviation and X=catch per unit of
effort deviation (fig. 6).

There is no reason to believe that eateh per
unit of effort is neeessarily a better measure of
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1932____________ I 4.96 5.56 -0.60 5.33 3.00 2.331933____________ 2 5.76 5.92 -.16 2.37 3.42 -1.051934____________ 3 7.87 6.16 1.71 1. 26 3.71 -2.451935____________ 4 7.94 6.31 1.63 1.89 3.91 -2.021936____________ 5 6.34 6.34 .00 4.03 4.00 .031937____________ 6 3.64 6.29 -2.65 5.44 4.01 1.431938____________ 7 3.67 6.16 -2.49 5.42 3.94 1.481939____________ 8 4.83 6.96 -1.13 7.47 3.81 3.661940____________ 9 5.44 5.70 -.26 3.27 3.61 -.341941..__________ 10 8.09 5.38 2.71 2.07 3.37 -1.301942____________ 11 7.61 5.02 2.59 2.59 3.10 -.511943____________ 12 6.04 4.63 1.41 1.69 2.79 -1.101944..__________ 13 4.69 4.22 .47 1.07 2.46 -1,39
1945..__________ 14 2.95 3.78 -.83 1. 27 2.13 -.861946____________ 15 1.39 3.34 -1.95 2.32 1.79 .531947___ •________ 16 1.11 2.90 -1.79 3.03 1. 47 1. 561948___ •________ 17 1.88 2.47 -.69 2.22 1.16 1.061949____________

18 3.18 2.06 1.12 .14 . 89 -.761950_____ •______ 19 2.89 1.68 1.21 .15 .65 -.50
1951.._.________ 20 1.31 1.33 -.02 .41 .46 -.051952____________ 21 .39 1.03 -.64 .63 .33 .301953______ • ____ • 22 .58 .79 -.21 .22 .27 -.051954___ •________ 23 .97 .61 .36 .16 .29 -.131955____________ 24 .78 .50 .28 .36 .40 -.041956_______ •____ 25 .43 .48 .05 1.16 .60 .561957____________ 26 .41 .55 -.14 .52 .91 -.39
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FIGURE 5.-Apparent trend of sardine catch per unit. of
effort, 1932-33 through 1954--55 seasons.

TABLE 2.-0b8erved and calculated California catch per unit
of effort data (ton8 per boat-month) and deviation8 com
pared with 8pawning-8tock 8ize index de1"ialion8
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FIGURE 5.-Deviation from trend of spawning-stock size
plotted against. deviation from trend of catch per unit
of effort for 23 seMons (1932-33 t.hrough 1954-55).

+2

which relatively large changes in effort result in
relatively small changes in catch. This effort
saturat,ion point seems to have been exceeded
throughout most of the period covered in this
paper as later data will indicate. The above
conditions will tend to impair the accuracy of the
catch per unit of effort index to a greater extent
than the total fish caught index. The excellent
correlation between the two indices, 'however, is
evidence of their validit,y as measures of popula
tion size.

Another method of demonstrating the relation
between year-class size and spawning-stock size
(fig. 7) involves fiU.ing a parabola directly to the
data. Ricker (1954) gives a number of examples
of reproduction curves of somewhat similar nature.
The curve I have fitted in figure 7 is a transforma
tion of the straight line fitted to recruits per
spawner plotted against spawning-stock size.
That is, if Yequals year-class size and X equals
spawning-stock size, a straight line may be fitted
to r

X = 1.28867 -O.12658X. Multiplying t,hrough

by X gives a second degree parabola: Y= 1.28867X
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SEASON

population size than the total fish caught. index.
The former accounts for changing effort· but
measures only the population available to the
fishery in that year. The latter tends to average
the effects of both effort and availability over
several ye8J'S. At relatively low levels of fishing
effort directed against a st,able fish population one
might reasonably expect that changes in effort
would result in directly proportional changes in
catch. However, at relatively high levels of
fishing effort a "saturation point" is reached above

Observed Computed Spawning-
Year Trend catch per catch per DeviatIon stock size

year unit of unit of index
effort effort deviation

1932-33__________ 1 557 665 -108 -0.601933-34__________ 2 636 fi36 0 -.16
1934-35__________ 3 835 607 228 1.711935-36__________ 4 638 578 60 1.63193H7__________ 5 586 549 37 .00
1937-38__________ 6· 302 520 -218 -2.65
1938-119__________ 7 409 492 -83 -2.49
1939-40__________ 8 405 463 -58 -1.13
1940-41. _________ 9 404 435 -31 -.2ti
1941-42__________ 10 447 406 41 2.71
1942-43__________ 11 497 378 119 2.591943-44__________ 12 422 351 71 I. 41
1944-45__________ 13 420 323 97 .471945-46__________ 14 302 296 6 .83
1946-47__________ 15 153 269 -116 -1.95
1947-48__________ 16 81 242 -161 -1.79
1948-49__________ 17 173 216 -43 -.591949-50__________ 18 352 191 161 1.12
1\150-51. ______ •__ 19 22\1 165 64 1.21
1\151-52_______ •__ 20 187 140 47 -.02
1952-53_______ •__ 21 10 116 -106 -.64
1\153-54. ______ . __

~2 11 92 -81 -.21
1954-55_______ • __ 23 145 69 76 .36
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7

size obt.ained frOlu' the curve in figul'l~ 7 'are plotted
against time. A comparison of these. t~vo figures
indicates t.hat the curve is not an adequate de-

. scriptiOll of the da,ta. It. is difficult t.o see how
this curve would describe such It relationship when
the fish species is fairly short-lived, year-class size is
meltsured after the fish enters t.he fishery, and t.he
dat.a follow it somewhat cy'clical pau,ern. In order
for the population t.o pass over from the right
limb of the curve t.o the left limb, it would have
to move t.hrough a period of large year-class pro
duction which would throw it back to the right
limb again.

Alt.hough the method of analyzing t.he data by
trend deviation is satisfu,cfory for the entire period
covered, a more illuminating analysis may be ob
tained' by breaking the data down into three
periods' of no t.rend which may be treated sepa
mtely. The data ai;e present,ed in this manner in
figure 10. The straight line on the right is fit.ted
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FIGURE 7.-Sardine year-class size plotted against spawn
ing-stock size with fitted second degree parabola,
Y=1.2SS67X-0.12658X2, r=0.539, p<.Ol.

FIGURE S.-Sardine year-class size and spawning-stock
size plotted against time, 1932·-57.

-0.12658X2
• A st.raight line may be fitted to

random numbers as above and will yield a signifi
cant. colTelation if enough pairs of random numbers
are used, but t.he transformat.ion of such a line
will, of course, no longer show a significan t .
correlation.

In figure 8 spawning-st.ock size and year-class
size indiees are plotted against t.ime for the sardine
data. In figure 9 the observed spawning-stock
size index and the computed values for year-class

19551950

........... SPAWNIf'!G·STOCK SIZE

1945

YEAR

19401935

to the data for the 11 years 1932-42 i the line in
the middle is fitted to t.he 6 years 1945-50; and
the line on the left is fitted t.o the 6' yell,rs 1952-57.
The years 1943 and 1944 marked the beginning of
the first collapse of the fishery. Bot.h of these
collapses were associated with reductions in the
range of the sardine; In t.he mid-1940's the
sardine disappeared in conunereial quantities from
British ColumQia to Central California and t.he
Central Cll.lifornin. fishery beeame sporadic. The

FIGURE 9.-Sardine year-class size index computed from
curve (fig. 7) and observed spawning-stock size index
plotted against time (1932-57).
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FIGURE 12.-'-Sardine year-cl8i's size index plotted
against spawning-stock size index and lines fitted to
each of two periods, 1932-50 and 1952-58, San Pedro.
only.
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straight line has been fitted to the 19-year period
1932-50 on the right, and a second straight line
to the 7-yell,r period 1952-58 on the left.

The three fitted lines cr a+bX) for all ports
and the two for San Pedro are presented in figure
13. Correlation data for these lines are presented
in table 3. It is noteworthy that the regression
'lines all have about the same slope and that the
periods of fishery collapse originate and cross over
from the lower .right-hand area of the regression
lines rather than going "over a curve."
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FIGURE 1O.-Sardine year-class size index plotted
against spawning-stock size index and lines fitted to
each of the three periods 1932-43, 1945-50 and 1952-57.

San Pedro fishery remained relatively unaffected.
In the early 1950's thc Central California landings
became negligible or absent and the San Pedro
fishery became sporadic. It appears, however,
that the same\inverse relationship between spawn
ing-stock size' and year-clr<;s size persisted but
within reduced ranges.

In figure 11 spawning-stock size and year-class
size indices based on San Pedro landings only are
plotted against time. Two fishery periods and
one collapse are evident here. In figure 12 a

FIGURE ll.-Sardine year-class size index and spawning
stock size index plotted against time (1932-57) San
Pedro, California, only.

P

11 -0.820 0.001
6 -.936 .01
6 -.669 . 1

19 -.845 .001
7 -.691 .1

N

The existence of good correlations between
spawning-stock size and year-class size does not.
in it.self mean that spawning-stock size necessllxily
affect.s yen,r-class size. On the other hand it. is
axiomatic that yeaJ;-class size (as measured aCt,er
the fish have entered the fishery or spawning
stock) o.ffects spawning-stock size a few years
later. By using the n~ethod of correlating devia
tions from t.rend, an excellent..negative correlation

Index based 00-
All ports:1932-42 • _

1946-50 ---------
1952-57. _

SaD Pedro:1932-50 • • _
1952-58 • • -- --------

-------_.__._------------

TABLE 3.-Correlation between spawning-stock S7'ze and
year-class size
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FIGURE l4.-Correlations between year-class size index
deviations from trend in year, y, each of the 2 succeed
ing years and each of the 5 preceding years and spawn
ing-stock size index deviations from trend in year, y.

mately equal to twice the mean age of the spawn
ing stock. At present, the only known factor
that follows this pattern is spawning-stock size.

Figure 15 presents eight population models
based on the sardine data. These models illustrate
what correlations would exist between spawning
stock size and year-class size if there were no cause
and effect relationship between these two param
eters and if the correlation resulted from the cause
and effect relationship between year-class size and
subsequent spawning-stock size alone. Figure 15
shows that the length of cycle det,ermines whether
or not the cycles are in or out of phase and con
sequent,ly the degree and direction of the correla
tion. These data are presented in somewhat
different form in figure 16 to which the plot of the
observed correlation coefficient has been added.
The factors controlling the cyclical pattern of
year-class size would have to vary in approxi
mately an 8- to lO-year cycle in order for the high
observed correlation coefficient to obtain. No
environmental factor varying in such a manner
has yet been found.
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FIGURE l3.-Comparison of computed lines for three
periods shown in figure 10 (all ports) and two per:ods
shown in figure 12 (San Pedro) with t.ransitional years
plotted.

was found between spawning-stock size and year
class size. A slightly better positive correlation,
however, may be found between year-dass size
and spawning-stock size 3 years later. Correla
tion coefficients of year-class size on spawning
stock size for a series of lagged and advanced
years are presented in figure 14.

From the above we may hypothesize either 1)
that the apparent cause and effect relationship
betwe~n spawning-stock size and year-dass size
is merely a byproduct of the known effect of
year-class size on subsequent spawning-stock
or 2) that spawning-stock size actually determines
year-class size. If the former is true, year-class
size could either fluctuate or follow cycles. If
the latter is true, year-class size would follow a
cycle. Examination of the data reveals that they
do appear to follow a cyclical pattern, and, in
fact, if they did not, the excellent negative con'e
lation between spawning-stock size and year-class
size could not be found. Also this correlat,ion
would not result unless the length of the cycle was
approximately twice the mean age of the spawning
stock.

Therefore, although the effect of year-dass size
on Rubsequent spawning-stock size could cause
the appn.rent relationship between spawning-stock
size and year-class size, the circumstances under
which this could occur are limited. If this
hypothesis were true the fnctors determining year
class size would have to occur in cycles approxi-
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FIGURE l7.-Population models (based on sardine data)
illustrating the effect of spawning-stock size on year
class size when spawning stock size determines year
class size according to the straight line formula deter
mined for sardines for all ports, 1932-43.

FIGURE 16.-Correlation coefficients plotted against length
of cycle for data in figure 15. Observed correlation
coefficients for spawning stock size index and year class
size index indicated by dotted lines: No. 1 all ports
1952-57, No. 2 San Pedro 1952-58, No. 3 all ports
1932-57 (deviations from trend), No.4 all ports 1933-42,
No.5 San Pedro 1932-50, No.6 all ports 1945-50.
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FIGURE 15.-Population models (based on sardine data)
illustrating the effect (for eight cycles of different
lengths) of year class strength on subsequent spawning
stock size when spawning stock size exercises no influence
on year-class size.
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On the other hand, if spawning-stock size causes
year-class size, Ricker (1954) has pointed out that
the length of the cycle should be twice the mean
length of a generation (interval from egg to egg).
This appears to be applicable to the present data.
In fact there is a shortening of the cycle length
over the period covered coincident with a decrease
in the mean age of spawning stocks resulting from
the disappearance of the longer lived later matur
ing northern fish.

If it is assumed that spawning-stock size alone
causes year-class size the population model, based
on the sardine data, shown in figure 17 would pre
vail. Starting with the largest observed spawning
stock size index spawning-stock size and year-class
size would fluctuate inversely in cycles of constant
length but decreasing amplitude until, after many
years, an equilibrium population was attained.
Any environmental factors that affected the
spawning-stock composition would, of course, once
again initiate the fluctuating cycles.

Data comparable to those presented for the
sardine may be found for the haddock (Herrington,
1948). Catch per unit of effort, indices for haddock
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FIGURE 18.-Haddock spawning stock size index and year
class size index plotted against time.

FIGURE 19.-Haddock year-class size index plotted against
spawning-stock size index and computed regression
lines for two periods (1912-29 and 1930-42).

spawning-stock size and year-class size plotted
against time are shown in figure 18. According
to Rieker (1954) there was a radicaichange in
·fishing methods about 1930. The good inverse
correlation between spawning-stock size and year
class size that prevailed until 1929 is' no' longer
appar~nt after that date (figs. 18 and 19). The
haddock has not undergone any great reduction
of range comparable to that exhibited by the
sardine.

The use of spawning-stock size and year-class
size indices assumes that total sardines .caught

I'

0.172
.533
.631
.636
.538
.419

Pr
-0.472
-.570

.081

.206

.221

.178

I'

Years
22
23
22
21
20
19

-0.366
.208
.197
'.106

E.tJort,
year Years
y-2 21
y-l 22
Y 23
y+122
y+2 21
y+3 20

Catch year

y----------
y .. _---------

y----------
y----------
y----------
y-----------

adequately reflects the actual'population size and
year-class size' present in the ocel~n. Although
this certainly appe'ars to be true in the ease of the
sardine, there are several other factors that may
caus~ some error in the estimates. One of these
is effort. .

California catch (thousands of tons) and effort
(boat months) (Marl', 1960) are plotted in figure
20 and also presented in table 4.

When t,hese values are directly correlated a
correlation coefficient of 0.533 (P.=O.OI) is ob
tained. However, if catch is correlated with
effort 1, 2, or 3 years later, even higher correlations
are obtained as follows:

Effort
year
y-l
y
y+l
y+2
y+3
y+4

These data are ploUed with levels of probability
in figure 23. The great deviation in effort in the
1950-51 season tends to depress the correlation
coefficients especially those of effort years y+ 1
and y+2 of trend deviations. The effort peaks
also seem to follow the catch peaks in, the earlier
years and more nearly coincide with them' in
latter years. If the deviations from trend l1,re
correl!Lted directly for the 1932-33 through 1948-

These data are plotted with levels of probability
in figure 21.

The above' correlations appear to be caused at
least in part by trend. Third degree parabolas
were fitted to catch and effort data, and devia
tions obtained. These deviations. are plotted for
the 23 years in figure 22. The coefficien t of corre
lation and the rank coefficient of correlation for
various lagged an.d advanced series of years are as
follows:
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TABLE 4.-California sardine catch and effort 1932-33
through 1954-55

0.80.r----------,--------------,

Season Catch Effort 0.70
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447
600
715
874

1,236
1,368
1,401
1.312
1.125
1,306
1,008
1 123
1;304 ,
1.313
1.487
1,356

918
948

1,531
594
466
296
458

Thou,antl,
0/ tOli'

248
382
597
557
724
413
572
531
455
584
1505
479
555
404
234
121
184
334
351
127

4
3

66

1932-33 _
1933-34 _
1934-35 .. __
1935-36. • _
1936-37. • • _
1937-38. . • _. . _, • __ • __
1938-39 • __
1939-40 • _
1941l-4L _
1941-42 • _
1942-43 _
1943-44 , _
1944-45. , _
1945-46 _
1946-47 _
1947-48. ~. __
1948-49. _
1949-50 . _
1950-51 _
1951-52 _
1952-53 _
1953-04 _
1904-55_ __ __ __ '.

FIGURE 20.-California catch and effort plotted against
time for 23 seasons.

49 period only, the following cOITelation coefficients
are obtaineq;

Catch year Effort year Years r;
y y-3 14 .-0.062
y___________ y-'2 15 -.434
y___________ y-1 16 -.618
y___________ Y 17 -.171
y-__________ y+1 16 .,117
y___________ y+2 15 .618
y-__________ '11+3 14 .569

.These data are plotted with levels of probability
in figure 24., .

The above analysis of catch and effort data
indicates that eatch causes effort rather than viee
versa. The lag in effort appears to be more nearly
3 years at the beginning of the period and closer
to 1 year at the end of the period. It. is especially
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FIGURE 22.-Deviations from trend of California catch
and effort, 1932-33 through 1954-55 seasons.

FIGURE 21.-Correlations between California' catch in
year, y, and effort in year, y, the preceding year, and the
4 subsequent years.

noticeable also that toward the end of .the period
effort is low in some years because of the scarcity
of fish in those same years. When preseason evi
dence indieates a seareit,y of fish, many boat,s will
not begin to fish and others will stop fishing within
the first month or two of the season; and eon
versely, when fish are abundant, effort will remain
high throughout the season.
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FIGURE 23.-Correlation and rank correlation between
deviations from trend of California catch and effort
1932-33 through 1954-55 seasons.

It is also noteworthy that the 1934-35 effort of
715 boat-months yielded the second highest catch
of the 23-year period despite the fact that effort
did not drop below the 1934-35 figure until 1951
52 and averaged 54 percent higher during these
16 years. The high negative correlations between
effort in one year and catch the following year
may mean that high effort in one year will reduce
the catch in the following year or it may only be
a manifestation of the cyclic~l nature of the data.

Two-annulus sardines are not fully available to
the fishery. This may be seen from the following
28-year average (geometric mean) survival rates
for sardines based on all ports:
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-.031
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TABLE 5.-Correlation coefficients I for various pairs of
parameters, San Pedro sardines 1937-38 through
1950-51 seasons

There is an excellent negative correlation be
tween spawning stock size index and the percent
of a year class taken as 2-annulus fish. None of
the other pairs of parameters involved yields a
significant ('.()rrelation for this period of years.

Percent of year class taken as 2-annulus fish .____________ -0.773
EfforL_. • •• • ._ -.342 • ._. _
Spawning-stock size index • ••_

+0.80 r--------------------,

equally as well as the older fish. There may also
be some selectivity of larger fish by fishermen.

Table 5 presents correlation coefficients obtained
fro111 direct correlations of various pairs of param
eters based on the San Pedro sardine fishery for
the 14-year period 1937-38 and 1950-51. These
parameters exhibit negligible trend over this
period.
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A survival rate of 109 percent would be impos
sible if the fishery sampled the 2-annulus fish
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FIGURE 24.-Correlations between deviations from trend
of California catch in year, y, and effort deviations from
trend in year, y, the preceding 3 years and the succeed
ing 3 years.
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FIGURE 25.-Apparent survival trends for all ports and
San Pedro only, 1933 through 1960.

versely inerease survival. Also a ehange from a
lower effort to a higher effort should eause apparent
survival to increase. These relat,ionships are not
apparent in the survivnl data.

In addition to being affected by the inereasing
effort during the early years, the trend lines nre
nlso influenced by the ehanging nge composition
of the population. In the earlier years a greater
proportion of the population was made up of th"e

These data indicate that catch was maintained
relatively high during periods of low spawning
stock size by directing more fishing effort agaiI!st
the 2-annulus fish which were entering the fishery
at that time.

A measure of survival or mortality may be
obtained by comparing the number of sardines
having three or more annuli caught in one season
with the number of sardines having four or more
annuli caught in the following season. This
measure includes the effect of changing effort, and
availability. This' is shown by the fact that in
some years survivals in excess of 100 percent (or
negative mortalities) may be obtained.

Survival data, computed as above, nre presented
in table 6 and figure 25 for all ports and for Snn
Pedro only. Logarithmic second degree pnrabolic
trend line values fit.t.ed to these data are also
plotted. The appnrent high survival values dur
ing 3 of the first 4 years are probably caused by
increasing effort as the fishery was developing.
Following that period, effort appears to be satu
rated with respeet to population size and its
effects become secondary. In theory effort should
affect survival rates both absolutely and relatively.
A high effort should inerease t,ota! mortality thus
decreasing survival, and a low effort should con-

I I

1935 1940 1945

YEAR

1950
I

19~·5

TABLE 6.-Sardine survillal as measured by 4-annulus and older fi8h caught in one year expressed as a percent of 3-annltlt~s
and older fish caught the pre.ceding year

All ports

PACIFIC SARDINE

1932-,'13 • . __ 1933-,14 . • . __
1933-,14 • __ . _____ _______ 1934-35 • . _. _
1934-35._._ ___ _______ 1935-36. _. • __ • _
1935-36 .• _" __ 1936-37 • . _
1936-37 • • _.• __ __ 1937-38 • _.. _. _
1937-38. . __ • .____ 1938-39 . . _"
1938-39___ __ ____ ____ ____ _ 1939-40 • _
1939-40 ._ .____ ____ 1940-41. __ •_. . _
1940-41. • •_ 1941-42_. •_. _
1941-42__ •• . ____ __ 1942-43. _. _
1942-43. •• • __ __ 1943--44 • __ . _
1943-44 ._. ___ _ 1944-45 •_. _. _. _
1944-45. __ • ." _•• ___ 1945-46_. • _. _
1945-46. __ • • • _____ 1946-47. . _"_' _
1946-47_.". _. _. . _. __ 1947-48 • _. _. .
1947-48__ . __ .• • 1948-49 . _.
1948-49 . . . _____ ___ 1949-50 ._. .
1949-50. . • . _ 1951l-51 ._. .
1951l-51.. • __ . _. 1951-52. . ._. _
1951-52 . ___ __ 1952-53. . _
1952--53 . . 1953-..'>1_. . _
1953-54_._. •____ ___ ___ 1954-55_. _. _. _. •_._
1954-55 • _' _.• . _ 1955-56 • • . _
1955-56 . • _. ___ 1956-57 . _. _. _. :
1956-57 • • _____ ___ 1957-58._. _
1957-58______ __ ______________ 1958-59__ . . ' .
1958-59_... . 1~_. . __ . __
195fHiO_ .• __ • . __ . _____ l116lHll. _

3-annulus 4-annulus Observed. Compured
and older and older

San Pedro

Population size Survival
(millions of fish) (percent)

3-61lnulus 4-annulus Observed COlllpured
and older and older

---.--
473 489 103 56.1
578 509 88 52.9
877 142 16 50.0
719 678 94 .47.4
861 369 43 45.1
510 149 29 43.1
206 78 38 41.3
244 88 36 39.7
409 78 19 38.4
543 269 50 37.2
941 237 25 36.1
587 276 47 35.2
797 370 46 34.5
740 151 20 33.9
471 137 29 33.4
291 69 24 33.1
215 233 108 32.8
771 364 47 32.7

1.229 204 17 32.7
797 20 3 32.8
23 12 52 33.0
16 148 925 33.4

339 185 55 33.9
437 110 25 34.5
175 60 34 35.2
109 56 51 36.1
233 9 4 37.1
56 40 i1 38.3
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65.1
62.1
59.3
56.7
54.3
52,0
50.0
48.0
46.2
44.6
43.1
41. 6
40.3
39.1
37.9
36.9
35.9
35.0
34.2
33.4
32.7
32.0
31. 5
30,9
30.4
30.0
29.6
92.3

Survival
(percent)

104
87
35

103
30
39
68
21
47
45
62
56
40.
15
32
27

128
41
19
7

74
170
49
34
32
41
7

31

1,459
1,532

981
2,91S
1,151

645
604
399
799

1,075
1.862
1,627

948
270
210
109
380
496
285
67
66

184
199
157
78
67
22
56

1.401
1,769
2.807
2,829
3.861
1,672

890
1,875
1,544
2,378
2,981
2.893
2,384
1,819

654
404
297

1.210
1,526
1,017

89
108
409
467
247
162
338
181

Population size
(millions of fish)

4-annulus and older

Beason

3-annulus and older



long~r lived nort,hern fish .. As an example, t.he
geometric mean of surviv:al for t.he 7 yeiLrs 1942-48
WiLS 54 percent in t.he Pacific Nort.hwest. ll,nd 32
p'ercent. in San Pedro. Aside from the effects,of
changing populat.ion composit.ion, effort., and
availltbility, surviva.l probably remained relllt.ively
unchanged over t.he 28-year period.

Although not measurable, t.he effects of avail
abilit.y may be seen, in the increasingly large
fluctuations in' survival t.owltrd the Emd of the
28-year period in figure 25. It appears that avail- .
abilit.y has had its greatest. effect.. on t.he nort.hern
periphery of the, sardine range, and considerably
influenced -t.he cat.ch in British Columbia and t.he
Pacific Northwest throughout the exist.ence of the
fisheries in these areas. Population size, however,
also exerted great. influen.ce 'and was undoubt.edly
relat.ed t.o availability in this area, Cert.ainly
population size was the primary fact.or influencing
t.he fisheries when all ports are considered. In
more recent years t,he reduction of the range of
t.he sardine "has caused the effects of availability'
to be felt much, fart.iler t.o t.he south, and t.he
relatively laFger proportiOli 'of the populat,ion
affected. has, caused the ,great.~r' fluctuation' in '
apparent. survival. In at least. a few. of. these '
ltl,ter years availability haS probably been the'
dominan:t factor affect,ing the fishery,' although
population size and availability al;e pr.obably t.o a

. certain ext,ent themselves related. Nevertheless,
over the period of years treated in this paper,
population size has been, without any doubt, the
primary and dominating factor influenci:ng' the
success of the fishery.

SUMMARY

1. For the 26-year' period (1932-1957) an excel
lent negative correlation mdstsbet.ween anomalies'
of spawning-stoek size and ye.ar~dass size 'for the,
Pacific sardine." '

2. This correlatIon may be demon~trated by
eorrelating deviations from trends of t.he t.wo
parameters or by directly correlating the param
et.ers for three (all ports) or two (San Pedro
only) periods of" no no t.rend separated by fishery
failUl~es and a reduct.ion in sardine"range.

3. 'The dat,a indieate tlmt. the good negative
correlat.ion e),,-jsting bet.ween spawning-stock si;l'e
and year-dass size is not. a secondary result of
year classes oeeurring in, cydes whieh genel·at.e.
cycles of population size several :years later.
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4.. The indices of year-:dass size and spawning~

stock si~e are blised on 'c.at.ch, which is det,ermined
primarily by actulll population size. Catch lllay
also be influenced by fishing effoi·t llnd availnbility .
During 'the period of study effort seelllS to have
been nellr sltt.urat.ion, and changes in effort had
litt.Ie eff~ct. on clttch'. On t.he other hand, catch
appeared t.o have considerable effect on the amount
of ~ffort expended, especially in the two inlln~di

ately following seasons, wit,h large cat.ches causing
increllsed eff.ort and small ellt.ches cnusing de
crensed eff'ort. Availllbility seems to have been
secondnry to populntioIi size in determining eateh,
although the effects of availnbilit.y as evidenced
by appnrent. total lllortnlity rat.es llppenred ,to
increll:se during the lnu,er half of the 26-year period.
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